0230516Z

TO DIST NOVEMBER WHISKEY/ALFA

ZEM

SECRET SABRE

SIGINT READINESS BRAVO, OBEN, SPOT REPORT, (Recommended Attachment)

REPORT NR 2

1. AT 230412Z WHILE AT POSITION 5036N 6535W C70 AS DETERMINED BY
   DF SIGINT Trawler SHVVAL/UGAN ORIGINATED AND PASSED A MESSAGE OF FLASH PRECEDENCE TO CARGO VESSEL
   ALANTIKA/UPGJ. THIS TYPE OF PRECEDENCE RARELY OBSERVED. 230516

SIGNIFICANCE UNKNOWN.

2. ON THE SAME SCHEDULE THE SHVVAL ORIGINATED AND PASSED A MESSAGE OF UNDETERMINED PRECEDENCE TO

3. LATEST POSITION ON THE ALANTIKA IS 5016N 6618W C90

   222134Z AS DETERMINED BY DF.
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